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Resident Assistant Resigns Jio~fr1ry
Cites Student Affairs as Reason
by DENNIS KING

MAY 2, 3, 4 - UNlvERSITY CENTER THEATRE
Tuesday, May 2
1:00 p.m.
Part 1 - A History of Feminism to the Present
Speaker: Ms. Frances Harmon, Instructor of History,
College of Mt. St. Joseph
Part 2 - Is Feminism Another Slavery?
Speaker: Dr. Roger Fortin, Associate Professor of
History, Xavier
·

2:30 p.m.

Do Black Women Belong.in the Women's Liberation
Movement?
Speaker: Ms. Gerry Rickman, Director of Resource
Development and Special Assistant to the
President at the University of Cincinnati

3:30 p.m.

Mixing Dating, Marriage, and Feminism
Speakers: Ms. Sally Love Larkin, Artist
Dr. William Larkin, Professor of
Mathematics, Xavier
Ms. Constance McClure, Artist and
Lecturer in Art, College of
Mt. St. Joseph
Mr. Robert McNesky, Sculptor and
Lecturer in Art, Xavier
Ms. Byrd Bliss, Student, Xavier
Mr. Peter Caproni, Psychology student,
Xavier

7:30 p.m.

"True Woman is as yet a Dre11m of the Future"
(An evening of dramatic readings and discussions
co-sponsored by the English Department)
Readers: Ms. Diane Danzi . ·
Ms. Sally Love Larkin
Ms. Constance McClure
Panel: Ms. Maryrica Lottman, English student,
Xavier
Dr. Ernest Fontana, Associate Professor
of English, Xavier
Ms. Frances Harmon
Dr. William Jones, Associate Professor
of Philosophy, Xavier

Wednesday, May 3
1:30 p.m.
Is Anatomy Destiny? - Raising your Child without
Sex Roles
Speakers: Ms. Sally Dilger, Social Worker
Ms. Marilyn Wellinghoff, student,
University of Cincinnati

Mike Myers, Resident
Assistant and co-ordinator of
the E.L.L.C. (Experimental
Living-Leaming Community)
in a letter to Mr. David A. Tom,
Director of Housing,
submitted his resignation
from the residence hall staff,
effective April 20.
Myer's in the six-page letter,
explained in detail the reasons
for his resignation (see
statement on this page) which
centered around his feeling
that the working relationship
between
E.L.L.C. and the
Student Affairs Office had
been a poor one, and one that
was largely "exploitative and
reactionary."
According to Myer's letter, the
working rapport between the
E.L.L.C. and Student Affairs had
never worked up to his
expectations. Many of the
facilities and , the planned
arrangements for the community

..

News photo by Frank Abate

were foiled upon the participants
arrival in the Fall; room
arrangements had been
drastically altered; planned
monies were not available; there
was much discrepancy between
the agreed-upon salary and the
duties of the two resident

assistants in the community, to
mention a few.
It was reported that a clash
between Myers and Student
Affairs erupted earlier in the year
when Myers questioned various
statements made by Mr. Tom at a
(Continued.on page 3)

Statement of Resignation
The most immediate reason for my resignation was the last
resident hall staff meeting. Rod Shearer's attitude and rhetoric was
totally reactionary and security-seeking for his office; it was
unreceptive to any of the suggestions or constructive input that the
resident assistants were offering concerning their own job
descriptions. This behavior completely punched holes in the blanket
of liberal rhetoric that is so freely thrown out by the Student Affairs
Office. In my experience at Xavier, the E.L.L.C. (Experimentaly
Living-Leaming Community) is the only example of a concrete
situation in which people took the risk of putting their rhetoric and
aCtiori together. The result has been an unmitigated success
educationally, financially, and in terms of constructive impact on
the Xavier Community. Where there was nothing before, we now
have such officially vocalized priorities as: innovation and
experimentation in all areas of academics; the necessity of common
study and relaxation areas on every floor of the residence halls; in
short, a more vital integration of a students living-learning
experience that is flexible and resp~msive to his personal needs and
goals. Certainly, the E.L.L.C. cannot claim complete credit for all
these advancements; they have resulted from the combined vision
and energies of a wide representahon of the university community.
But it has been a recognized catal?st.
The point of my resignation is to point out that, in my experience,
the President., the Provost and others lii°lhe uriiversity have seen the
advantages of an E.L.L.C. much more clearly and receptively than
the Student Affairs Office whose mem hers have con sis ten tly reacted
in a self-interested and security-seeking manner to most E.L.L.C.
members and their proposals. They have done this in the complete
absence of any positive direction and development ofresidence halls
originating in their office. As a result, they have exploited the
success of the E.L.L.C. in justifying their own roles to the rest of the
university,
- Michael Myers

Mr. Michael Myers

Concert Noise Infuriates Neighbor;
Crowley A.rrested; Trial Pending

by FRANK LANDRY
complaining about noise levels at
After making reference to the
A disorderly conduct
concerts, games, rallies, and the fact that the plaintiffs house is
complaint regarding the Noise
.
Psychology and Women
like for two years, Crowley now for sale, Crowley criticized the
2:30 p.m.
Level at. the Dave Mason
Speaker: Dr. Lee Eliot, Associate Professor of
concert, March 26, has been observed: "He bought the house method employed in filing the
Psychology, Xavier
next to the university, he should charge. Cro\\fley believes that the
filed by a proximate neighbor
understand the excess ·noise neighbor unquestionably singled
against Mr. Jim Crowley,
(Continued on page 3)
Xavier University Student involved."
Educational Workshops
4:30Council president. The
complaint led to Crow.ley's
6:00p.m.
Workshop A- Roles of the Female in Children's
arrest by Cincinnati District
Literature
Four police. Trial is pending
Workshop B - Classroom Simulation Experiences
Monday, May 8. Crowley
(Both co-sponsored by Xavier Education
entered a plea of not guilty on
by MELANIE DOMANSKI
Department)
Wednesday, April 12.
Crowley'sarrestwasbasedona
At a meeting of the forthedevelopmentandoperation
7:30 p.m.
Should a Woman's College Education be Different
zoning violation insofar as he Committee of Arts and of the Program is both the
than a Man's?
signed a commercial contract-for Sciences, April 21, Dr. Roger establishment of a nucleus of
Speaker: Dr. Patricia Rueckel, V.P. for Student
the Student Government, an act Fortin introduced the basis for students and faculty and the
Development, Georgetown University
which violated the city zoning ·a proposal recommending the appointment of a Coordinator."
regulation for Schmidt Memorial creation of a Student Studies Such a center could serve 88 a goThursday, May 4
Fieldhouse.
Program. According to the between .for the students and
1:30 p.m.
Is there any room for Women in the Church?
NevertheleBB, Crowley pointed completed proposal, "students departments 88 well as an
Speakers: Sister Ellen Frankenburg, Campus
outthatonThursday,April13,the in the College of Arts and advisory group to the Deans and
Ministry, Xavier
Cincinnati zoning board iBBued a Sciences and in the Colle""'e
• of Core Curriculum Committee
Ma. Arleen Swindler, Theological
Administration concerning the administration of
"dissertation" to the effect that' Business
Journalist in Philadelphia and editor
credits."
Xavier University could feel free to W ould have the opportunity •o
"
of an Ecumenical Newsletter
The Coordinator's function
slate concert& under the present pursue two areu of study and
for Women
zoning. With the zoning board's perhaps one e:stra course (the would be two-fold: he would
ruling as a basis Crowley feels equivalent to l& hours of serve as both an advisor and a•
7:30 p.m.
The Inalienable Rights of Men and the Alienable
confident that his case will be course work) for one or two a facilitator. A• stated in the
Rights of Women
.
dismissed or that he will be semester•
in
their proooal, the coordinator
SP.,akers: Me. Marge O'Hare, lawyer
acquitted. Pointing out that the undersraduate life at the "should meet with interested·
Mr. 'nlomaa Waldron, lawyer
Xavier Administration is backing Univenity."
student•, advi1e them, work
Ma. Manha· Maclin, member of NOW
him with lawyera, he stated: ''The
Fortin pointed out that more with them, and facilitate the
Ma. Mary Ellen Flemming, Southern Ohio
univeraity doesn't like its people time and opportunities would be implementation of their
·Co-ordinator for the Ohio Women's
being h~ssed."
affordedstudentstoconcentratein proposal."
Political Caucus
The neighbor's complaint, twoareasofstudyandtointroduce
In addition, it would be the
Dr. Thomas Murphy, Associate Dean,
Crowley feels, was unwarranted a i;nore ~tegrated approach to Coordinator'• , job. "to . -~nu~s~t
College of Law, University of
, pndjmproperly executed.. P.oin&ing.'.".tJi."!r, studies. . , , . . . . . . ... .
student· ~posals and' ideas· to
.
• • · .111!1«•'••.•.-.,.·.·••
· •·
"n.ci•..
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Fortin Proposes New
Academic Program
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PODIATRISTS
ACareer of
Rewarding Oppo_rtunity, ·
a Ask Your Guidance CounseIOr About Careers in Podiatry.
This Specialized Field, Dealing
With The Medical And Surgical
Treatment Of Foot Disorders,
Needs Many ,More Men And
Women.
Be A Doctor Of
Podi.tric Medicinal

It must be twenty years since the place was
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
when the job's done. And while you're
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybody happy.

* * * *Ohio
* * And
* * *·The* Na.tion
* * * ***

!!111'5 the real thing.CQke.

Needs :More Foot Doctors

****************
OHIO PODIATRY ASSOCIATION
2025 RIVERSIDE DR. COLUMBUS, OHIO 43221

Bottled under the authorit of Th coca-Cola 6;;m

n

:

(;cii:&.Cola BO&tliii*'W'orb Company,- ciiii:iiinaii

Beechtree
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Apartrnents
_3646 Woodford Rd.

EFF. - Sn~
1BR 2BR ""."

my true

phone: 221-2787

love will
al~ays be
.

•
•
•
•

101.
126.

All Utilities Included
Unfurnished
Equipped Kitchens
No Single Undergrads

CJDCID0a0®DO
CID0a00®§o*

.

the most enjoyable taste in beer today
.-

-Anonymou_s
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Fortin Proposes New Academic Program

.When you know
· it's for keeps ·

CINCINNAT~,

(Continued from page I)
department• and faculty the Student Studiea Prol1'8JD ia Sciences, Fortin said, "I do not ·received threecreditsineachofthe
meinben." The Coordinator would
that the students will be central to believe that the Dean and the following disciplines: Biology,
also collect anCl diatribute the format.ion of courses. Serious Provost are recommending a
literature on experimental and iaaues, problems, and quest.ions radical . transformation of the History, and Philosophy; students
.thematic counea offered at other · raiaed by them may be the aeeda
had the option of utilizina the ·
collegea and univeraitiea.
for areas of study and thematic curriculum or any sudden shake- courses to fulfill requirements in
Fortin stated the "strength of . course& ••• The responsibility for up of our present structure. Rather, either the core curriculum or in
choice and direction is invest.ed in they should like us to become more their major, or of counting the
the student. The program should imaginative within the present courses as fre electives.. Fortin
encourage more of our students to . structure by offering integrated could anticipate such flexibility in
become more self·motivated, more studies which will attend to the . the student studies program.
responsible for their own learning, needs and wan ts of many .
In his proposal, Fortin also
and it should prove good students."
alluded to interdisciplinary
experience to facilitate the
In reference to the courses and programs offered at
continuation of learning into life relationship between the other colleges and universities.
ater graduation. . In addition, Student Studies Program and Included among them were the
SUMMER WORK - I need three student-initiated courses with the core curriculum and following: the Hutchins School of
sharp men in my stereo and sew- ·faculty cooperation and departmental requirements, Liberal Studies at Sonoma State
ing machine business. Call Mr. assistance should promote a sense Fortin stressed the meed for College in California; where all .
of community and encourage tlexibility in interpreting the students spend two of their
Jacobus 961-6441.
much more personal academic areas of study which could unde.rgraduate years in
involvement."
meet both core
and developing
their
own
HELP WANTED - $100.00
The proposal comes in the wake departmental requisites; to a interdisciplinary concentrations;
weekly possible addressing mail
for firms-Full and part time at of a speech given. by Fr. Robert large extent, the· student- the University of Wisconisn-Oree
home - Send syamped self· Mulligan, S.J., Provost, at the faculty nucleus would be Bay, where students involved in a
addressed envelope to Home University Senate meeting last instrumental in this process.
Problem Solving Curriculum
As an example of "purdent" study particular social problems;
Work Opportunities, Star Rt. 2, Wednesday. At that time, Fr.
Mulligan urged Department flexibility in accommodating and the University of Oregon,
Deming, New Mexico, 88030.
Chairmen and faculty to offer experimental courses to core where students in the Search
curriculum requirements, Fortin Program consider such themes as
ROLLING STONE MAGA- more interdisciplinary courses.
ZINE - Openings for on-campus
In referring to Fr. Mulligan's pointed to the nine-credit hour "Problems in Environmental
reps., subscription sales, pro- speech· and to encouragement course, Revolt Against Health", "Images of Women in
Formalism, offered last semester. Contemporary Literature", and
duct sampling, promotional cam- given by Fr. John Felten, S.J.,
Students enrolled in the course "Natural Force as Energy."
paigns. Excellent commissions, Dean of the College of Arts and
. Free summer round-trip tickets to
Europe for .top salespeople.
Write immediately: Rolling Stone
Campus .... 78 E. 56th Street,
Concert Noise Infudates Neighbor;
New York, New York 10022.

Ads

SOLILOQUY

Uoo

WEODINll RINll 7S

The diamond engagement
ring you'll treasure forever
... a Keepsake, guaranteed,
registered and perfect.

ITUDINT CHARGI
'ACCOUNTa.INVrnD

790 swiRQN SHOPPING

CENTER. ClffCINNATI. OHIO
731-1800·

Crowley Arrested; Trial Pending

29'-4183

$100.00 DISCOUNT on the purchase of any new or used car
bought from: COLUMBIA OLDS.
MOBILE, JOSEPH CHEVROLET,
TOYOTA OF CINCINNATI for
information and appointment call:
Jerry Whitney, student represen~
tative on campus, 221-5012.

GENEROUS DISCOUNTS TO
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AND
FACULTY MEMBER8 . ·

GRADUATE STUDENT seek·
ing roommate and apartment close to campus and reasonable

WESTERN .HILLS PLAZA
. 111-1111·.
8th AND MONMOUTlf.·
NEY4PORT;KENTUCKY

- - • for
fall. Write
Patricia
Smith;
.·-------·- ·· - .. ---··-·--4 Tyrell
Avenue,
Plattsburgh,
New York 12901.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Goes to
South America

Study Spanish - 8 weeks
Summer '72
Round Trip Miami- Bogota
Room and Board - $665.00
Tuition - 6 credits.
Dr. Vega: Director
Write or Call:
Summer Sessions Office
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
(Tel.: 853-3601)

(Continued from page 1)

him out in order to complain arrest) to every future
against the large crowd which employer, law school, even to
attended the concert and the entire get a mortgage. It doesn't
Xavier community. Furthermore, sound bad in the abstract, but
Crowley noted that on the very it is important to everybody."
afternoon ofthe concert, March 25,
Feeling that he was targeted,
only several hours before concert Crowley informed the News: "I
time, he was informed by the didn't even go to the concert so
neighbor that the warrant would ·they wouldn't have grounds· t.o
be filed. Thus, the short notice arrest me. I wasn't on the grounds,
rendered any negotiation or and I wasn't disorderly. He singled
subsequent action impossible. ·
me out."
According to state law~ the
Crowley noted that the
follow up is now in the hands plaintiff feels that such
of the city solicitor, who must aforementioned
university
take over automatic ciontrol of events are in effect invading
the case even if the plaintiff . his privacy and keeping his
drops the charge. Crowle.y children awake until late
noted, however, that in Ohio hours. On the other hand,
the very fact of arrest will Crowley noted that the area
transfer onto bis permanent police have observed that the
record· even if the case is noise from the fi.eldhouse at
dismissed o~ if he is acquitted. such events is "hardly
In citing the future personal audible."
ramifications, Crowely stated:
Crowley welcomes the pending
"I will have to explain (the
court test as a chance to set a

precedent for Messrs. Dan Costello
and Jim Agnew, the new social
chairmen. With such precedent,
Crowley feels that such individual
warrants can be avoided in the
future.
Looking ahead to the Allman
Brothers concer, Sunday April 23,
Crowley expressed ~pprehension.
He noted that the same neighbor
might try to have him arrested on
another charge, noting that
perhpas "he could sue me on a
corporate level - as head of
student government. But the
University sanctions, student
government, so he couldn't win."

Resident Resigns ;
Cites Student Affairs
(Continued fro!'I page 1)
public meeting in the sixth floor
lounge of -Kuhlman· Hall over the
re-vamped security system in the
dorm.
It was also reported that Miss
Regina Foley, Complex Director of
Kuhlman and Husman Halls,
submitted a resignation to Mr.
Tom to be effective Friday of last
week. Her reasons for resigning
followed thesarrie lines as Myer's
- ie. a lack ~f direct support from
the -Student . Affairs Office for
facilitating efforts of the residence
hall staff. Miss Foley rescinded
her resignation late last Thursday.

MANHATTANVILLE COLLEGE
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses for Men and Women

JHRH SUMMIR SESSIONS
Session I: June 12-July 28 (Seven Weeks)
·
Undergraduate session and selected ~ducation courses
Session II: June 26-July 28 (five Weeks)
Workshops and courses for graduates and undergraduates

Session Ill: July 31-August 31 (Five Weeks)
Workshops· and courses for graduates and undergraduates

ARTS. MUSIC. SCIENCES. HUMANITIES

1

Day and evening courses open to
degree, non-degree, and qualified high school students. • Teacher
certification courses • Interdisciplinary master's program·· Master's in
Teaching program • Air-conditioned classrooms• Residential and rec.
reational facilities • Cultural activities-concerts, plays, lectures, films.

For 1972 Summer brochure write:

·

·

.. ·

.
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Opinion
Page

The News will not publish letters which violate
charity and good taste. Letters containing objectionable sections will not. be printed in whole or in
part. Because of space limitations, the News will
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words.
Letters will not be published unless they have been
signed by the writers. If a Writer wishes his name
withheld, the editors will comply.

The Xavier News is published during tne school
year. except during vacation and examination ·
periods by· Xavier University, Hamilton County,
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207; $5.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at
the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act
of March 3, 1879. Letters should be addressed to
the Editor and mailed to the News in care of the
Xavier University Center.

•••

_Editorial

TaJ( L_evy~An Important· Issue
On Tuesday of next week the voters of
Cincinnati will-determine the fate of two tax
levy proP<>sals and; consequently, the quality
of education in th~ public schools throughout
. the city for some time to come.
An organization called Cincinnatians
United for Good Schools, of which the
Rev. Paul L. O'Conner President of
Xavier is a member, is urging local
citizens to lend their. support toward the
enactment of the levies. ·

The first proposed tax levy, called the
renewal levy, asks voters to renew an existing
$8.55 per $1000 assessed valuation (8.55 mills)
property tax levy. This levy not only provid~s
the syst.em with over 15 million dollars, or
almost a quarter of its revenue, but also
qualifies the system to receive state aid
without which it could not operate.
In an attempt to relieve some existing
financial pressure~-!~e Board of Education will

•• Letters To The Editor
••
•••
••
••••
Revival.and Progress
••

seek voter approv~ on an adclltional 2.5 mills. :
property tax levy. This will allow the board to.:
increase .instruction tiine in .each secondaey :
level course which the board was forced to :
reduce to 120 hours from 160 hours in October :
of 1970 when a similar levy was turned down. :
A problem arises for the Board of Education :
as a result of the recent District Court decision :
outlawing payments to Catholic parents for·:
the education of their children in the parochial ·:
schools.. Many Catholics, embittered over the •
decision, have threatened to vote down the two :
tax levy proposals.
:
Many Catholic educators think this unwise :
and I would have to agree. Inasmuch as many •
more Catholics will be attending the public :
schools in the future, it would be a prudent :
decision· for Catholics to vote strongly for the :
two tax levies, not only to ensure a quality :
education for their own children, but a quality .:
education for the entire community.
:
-D. C. K. :

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••
•

•

•

•
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Letters To The Editor
Muddy Paths
Editor:
For those of you who haven't noticed, the fences have
come. I had hoped they wouldn't be necessary, but they
might be for the best. The fences presently surround areas
in front of the University Center and Schmidt Building'
and it wouldn't surprise me much if there were plans for
future enclosures. In response to these developments, a
healthy spring dose of ecological awareness, and general
disgust, I felt prompted to make a few comments on
Xavier's campus.
Even a cursory examination of the campus will revealits
disheveled condition. A few cases in point are the side
entrance to Kuhlman near the basketball courts; the two
courtyards between Husman and Kuhhn ; the area
between library and Alter Hall; and, ironically (or
pathetically), the areas immediately surrounding Albers
Hall. There have been three attempts to mitigate this
destruction with a resultantrecordofl-1-i. On failure. One
about t.o fail. One precluded from failure. The first attempt
failed in front of McGrath Center. The stoney, eroded area
immediately~·front of the health center was smothered in
concrete - a ·xed blessing. However, between the health
center entra ce and the walkway to Kuhlman an
imaginative landscape developed. New sod and
evergreens were planted. The evergreens are still growing.
Scattered clumps of green grass have been spared; but
almost the .entire soded area has been trampled by
studen ts only conscious of the ten seconds of walking they
could spare themselves by cutting across the grass instead
of walking around The second attempt is failing around
the sidewalk in front of the University Center. This caliant
effort to resod erosion has begun to succumb to the soles of
diligent students anxious to save four or five seconds by
walking on the grass instead of the sidewalk while going
to and from class. The third attempt is "succeeding" next
to the main entrance of the University Center. The fence is
up; so is the grass.
I wrote "succeeding" beeause it depends on how one
defines the success of a campus. I feel a campus is
successful when it provides beautiful grounds for the
enjoyment of the community. However, enjoyment is not
carelessly plodding over the same worn paths in order to
save five or ten seconds en route to classes, the dorm, or the
parking lot. Enjoyment comes initially through an
appreciation of the beautiful, in this case the landscape of
the campus. A campus also provides enjoyment as an area
·of recreation and relaxation. Individuals and groups

lounging on the grass and under the trees have not defiled
Xavier's campus, and I doubt they ever will. The defilers
are those of us who continually leave the concrete to cut
comers and seconds from our treks between classes.
Many wouid contend that keeping the campus pruned
and prettied is not the hightest priority of the University. I
would agree. Many other changes may be more valuable;
but none could be more easily accomplished. The respect
for this campus just takes an individual consciousness not
to
plod through the n-.uddy paths of tradition. Of course
·
personal committment. and sacrifice, no matter, ho~
~mall, are unpopular issues and difficult practices. They
JU&t happen to be necessary for decent communal living.
I would like to end· with three short comments. First, if
the campus has to be enclosed to preserved its beauty
consequent enjoyment, I suppose it must be enclosed. I
h~pe we can avert that from happening. Second, if you
·think there are areas that should be paved, suggest
complain, and lobby for sidewalks; but don't ruin th~
ca~pus by tramping wherever you pleas. Third, stop
savmg seconds. Walk around what· grass there is. Walk
around the paths, too. In order to save the campus for our
enjoyment, we must all take more .care and responsibility
for it. Personally, I'd rather not enjoy the campus through
the grid work offences; but that may be our only enjoyment
if we aren't more careful and considerate.
Tom Zeno

Editor:
We are taking this opportunity to infonn you of the
progress which has been made by the Debate Team in the
past year. As is fairly well known, the Debate program was
terminated at the beginning of the 1970-71 school year.
With a great deal of assistance from the Dean of Student
Affairs Staff, the program was reinstated this year. Dr.
Jones assumed the position of faculty advisor, Mr. Mark
Greenberger, a young Cincinnati attorney, once again
agreed to coach the team. Mr. Greenberger had coached
the team for several years prior to the dropping of debate
and his teams were responsible for bringing Xavierits first
National Tournament trophies.
This year was devoted primarily to rebuilding. Since we
had only two returning varsity debaters, a minimal
amount of tournament competition was possible.
However, we feel the rebuilding has been successful and,
as a result, we are making plans for tournaments next year
such. as Boston, Baltimore, Chicago, Miami, New Orleans,
and of course the Tri-State area. If you are interested in
participating in debate next year, please come to the
meeting tonight, Wednesday April 26 at 7:30 p.m. ·
Finally we would like to express our gratitude to all those
who assisted in making the revival of Debate here at
Xavier a success.
Sincerely,
Dan Hannon
President, X.U. Debating Society
Tom Coz
Don Flynn

War and Peace
Editor:
About the recent national student protest: Well I don't
like war either. But why didn't any of the "peace-loving
children" protest the recent communist incursion into
South Viet Nam?
·
The inescapable fact about war is that it takes two to
tango. Adn the communists can really lead a hell of a
tango.
So, the next time the communists decide to escalate lets
give them the equal rights they deserve and protest their
actions, too.
Mike Mccaffrey

XAVIER NEWS
Dennis C. King
Editor-in-Chief

Bill Quinn
Managing Editor

Appreciation
Editor:
I would like to express a few words of appreciation in
behalf of all those who were so fortunate as to meet with
Brother David Steindl-Rast during his series of
disc~ssions on prayer. Brother David was a living example
of his concept of prayerfulness - a man with "heart and
mind uplifted to God, taking things deeply to heart." Many
thanks to Campus Ministry for this inspirational speaker.
Bonnie Kutsch .

ACADEMIC EDITOR ........................ Jim Kelly
NEWS EDITOR ..................... : .. Frank Landry
SPORTS EDITOR ........................ Tim Teahan
CIRCULATION MANAGER ................ Mike Ward
PRODUCTION MANAGER ........... Nancy Cosgrove
SECRETARY ...................... Colleen McCormick
CARTOONIST ........................ Marianne Moran
COLUMNISTS .... : ... Steve Goodman, Bob Heleringer
PHCYrOGRAPHERS ....... Frank Abate, Steve Kunath,
Gary Kollm
REPORTERS .......... Melanie Domanski, Pat Gordon,
John Lechleiter, John O'Brien, Jack Petre,
.
Rick Sadowski, Milton Sprowl
BUSINESS MANAGER .................... Jack Jeffre
FINANCIAL ADVISOR ........... Mrs. Mary Lou Gist
MODERATOR ............. Rev. Thomas G. Sava~e, S.J.,
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Academic Time-Sharing-A Fact Of Life
Over· 70% of children entering
school tDday face the prospect of
working in jobs which ·do not
now exist. As an internationally·
known educator has recently observed, "A man-machine team
can achieve much more than either can do alone..• .If you ever
raise the question 'Should this be
done by humans or by machines?', the chances are that the
correct answer is 'It should be
done by a person working with a
computer! And by far· the most
efficient man-machine com·
·bination is achieved through
time-eharing." This man-ma·
chine interaction through a timesharing computer allows what
may prove to be even more important to mankind than the control
of fire - ·the creative and dy·
namic extension of the intellect.
Well-known tDday is the fact
that our society is increasingly
moving from one based mainly.
upon industrial production to one
based upon educated manpower
- toward a ''knowledge society."
Taking an increasing part in this
progress is the ever-expanding
field of communications
among people and their machines. A study by the National
Bureau of Standards indicates
that at least 1/3 of our GNP will
be computer-related by 1980. Another study projects it to be 112.
An evolving communications tool
which uses computer technology
is known as "time-sharing." If
the most efficient man-machine
combination is achieved through
time-sharing, then what distinguishes time-sharing from or·
dinary computing and other
kinds of communications facilities?
As in other multi-terminal com·
puter applications, the many si·
multaneous users of a time-shar·
ing system interact with it
through remote consoles, such as
teletypewriters. Not all comput·
ers with multiple-terminal facilities do real time-sharing, though
some can imitate time-sharing to
some extent under light load.
Anyone who imagines such imitations to be "time-sharing" simply does not yet understand the
realities of the situation.
In time-sharing, the terminals
are connected by telephone line
to communications processing
computer equipment which funnels the many conversations to
intermediate magnetic disc storage and ·to the powerful main
computer components; If managed automatically by well-writ·
ten inner programming called
"time-sharing system software",
this allows close matching of the
machine to other devices and to
people.
Letting the computer itself bear
more of the burden of handling
the rather mechanical aspects of
programming, each user does his
own programming to suit himself, without being forced to rely
entirely upon professional programmers. Using very simple terminal input and output techniques, even a school child can
instruct the time-sharing com·
put.er to conduct a running conversation with himself or other
users during the execution of programs which he has composed
for himself.
While printing questions or
awaiting replies from any par·
ticular user, the main computer
system does not halt, but turns
temporarily to service other
people's jobs. The occasional
long-running jobs are interwoven
in time with the many smaller
jobs, by swapping the longer jobs
out for a few moments to share,
in short time slices, the process·
· ing ·activity' with. all the. other

jobs. Thus, even an arbitrarilylong job cannot block the others,
but may only slow them down
somewhat.
'Turnaround time", the time
lag between succeskive contact
with a user, is shortened drama ti·
cally in three distinct yet inter·
related ways: • requiring no ad·
vance notice or delays, timesharing is available· when and
where the user needs it; • sim·
plified programming syntax and
immediatley informative error
messages reduce program writing
and correcting lag to hours or
seconds; and • allowing the user
to monitor and influence the
course of activity at points of his
own choosing, involving conversational techniques, places the
power of the machine at the better service of the mind. Thus able
to guide his program more
closely, the user needs far less actual computer time to follow out
his purpose to success. Rather
than the person receiving instruc-.
tion or direction from the machine, the computer itself becomes a precise, rapid, yet
patient pupil whom the human
being teaches. Instead of the machine computerizing the people,
the people can personalize the
machine.
As great sailing ships were not
merely hydrodynamic but also
extensively aerodynamic (with
the full set of sails costing more
than the hull), great time-sharing
systems are not merely electrodynamic but also extensively
"noOdynamic" (with the creative
comPQsition of fine time-sharing
·system software more difficult
than hardware manufacture).
In sharp contrast to many less
successful attempts to "computerize" instruction, the Kiewit
Computation Cent.er at Dartmouth College provides a good
example of what is being successfully done in academic time-sharing. For several years, the Dar-

tmouth Time.Sharing System
(IJI'SS) has been used by 80 to
90% of the students and most of
the faculty at Dartmouth, and
also by thousands of others at
numerous colleges and·over three
dozen high schools in the New
England region. With over 20,000
valid users, DTSS has more users
than any other time-sharing system in the United States.
Recently, 133 users were on
DTSS simultaneously, and as
long ago as 1970 ·"Computerworld" reported that DTSS processed 19,503 jobs during a 17hours period. (A job in DTSS is
usually the editing, compilation,
linking, and executfon of a program, and typically requires 12K'
36-bit words of core memory.)
During February, 1972, for example, the DTSS was. available
during 99.4% of the 451.5 hours
scheduled. Using the 176 active
terminals in the Dartmouth
campus area in 1971, Dartmouth
users typically had three or four
sessions on DTSS each week, averaging 20 minutes each, ·and·
doing about 85 jobs per month.
The on-line academic timesharing library provides DTSS
users with over 36,000,000 char·
act.ere of programs and data files.
Among the dozen languages
available for programming on
DTSS are ALGOL, APL, BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN, GMAP,
LISP, PILOT, SLAMS, and MIX.
Disadvantaged
junior highschool children with severe reading difficulties do successful
machine-language programming
using MIX, which improves their
overall scholarstic performance
by raising their confidence in
themselves. An advanced set of
programs for planning radiological treatment of cancer has
been in use in the DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center for several years, and can be used by
other hospitals when they use
IYI'SS.

Among the results of curricular
development projects is one designed to unify computer use in
physics, mathematics, and engineering, and another which is a
set of social science data-analysis
programs with an enormous data
bank for use with these programs. In doing his ordinary
homework assignment, a Dartmouth sociology student, for example, routinely carries out research in intermediate courses in
less than an hour which would be
a Master's thesis at institutions
still devoid of time-sharing.
In various places, a.timely reor·
dering of academic priorities is
becoming evident through decisive commitments to high quality

time-sharing. Concerning the Regional Computer Consortium
(served by DTSS and initiated
with two-year funding, 1968-1970,
from NSF), a recently-published
report shows that "despite the
loss of National Science Foundation support, the number of colleges using DTSS in 1970-71 increased from 13 to 29 (up 125%)
and the total number of colleges
users from 2300 to 3072, an increase of 33%." Furthermore,
their overall usage of Dartmouth
academic time-sharing services
iµcreased 84%.
Though it is understood that
(at $130 yearly per student) Dar.tmouth's budget for its open aca(Continued on page 7)
·
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Common Sense

Bob Heleringer

A Date With Destiny·At An Loe
was robustly pursuing new mea·
sures to combat boredom, there
Sunday was especially poignant. was a combat ofa more sanguine
The nation's baseball players nature taking place around the
were reclining on their extensive sleepy 'evirons of a town called
backsides demanding generous . An Loe. An Loe is the key to the
accretions to an already-lu· ultimate sruvival of the nation
dicrous pension plan. Thousands called South Vietnam. North
of loyal golf advocates gamboled Vietnam, in communion with her
about beneath a lazy Georgia sun . numerous Communist allies, has
as they wat.ched a blond-haired thrown a desperate, last-gasp atmillionaire nanied Jack Nicjlaus tack at her brothers to the south.
perfonn marvels for the millions Where before there was much
more wat.ching via television. doubt, especially on American
Downtown, .the legions were al· college campuses, concerning
ready lining up, like sheep, to see ally and enemy and who was
a fairy-tale movie (The Godfa· what to whom; now there is no
.ther) about the inost morally. question, no hesitancy, no grave
depraved organization since the misgivings.
demise of the Nazi Party. Inter·
Has the isolationism of the 30's
state-75 was furiously alive with made a return engagement in the
vast numbers of Americans rush· 70's? I am deathly afraid it has.
ing hit.cher and yon, returning to We must not allow this attitude
their homes from yet another too- to pervade our nation ·again. If
short vacation.
South Vietnam falls to the forces
On the surface, the world of tyranny and oppression; of
looked pretty rosy. Anything re- which the Communists are the
motely unpleasant was, as usual, undisputed masters, the Free
shunted to the rear of our collec- World, and the U.S; of A. in particular, shall be held to blame tive consciousne88.
and rightfully so.
But we do know better.·
But the South is not going to
For at the same time America fall. An Loe, where a garrison of
This great country never ceases

to amaze me. The scenario last

·ARVN iioldiers is encircled, in
fast becoming a rallyiJig point.
The South Vietnamese army, for
so long trained and mothered by
Americans, is fighting on its own
- and doing one hell of a. job. If
they emerge victorious from this
final death.grip struggle with the
Communists, which experts say
. will endure until late May, their
reward will be a free country. It
will be doubly sweet for it will
have been achieved by defeating·
not only the considerable onslaught of a Communist in·
vasion, but the more subtle obstacle of a donnant and uncaring
Free World as well.
Time, for once, is on the side of
the gallant South Vietnamese
people. I only wish the non·
plussed .American public was as
vitally concerned as they are over
their Hagger double-knit slacks
and their Bright.Side shampoo.
This is an all-out, unmasked,
undisguised. invasion, a . calcu·
lated (by General Giap) act of ag·
gression by one bloc of nations
upon another for the sole purpose
of acquiring another's territory.
This fact no one with half an eye
can deny. According to Max

a

Frankel,
writer for the New been the standard of the rejuveYork Times, this is Hanoi's ''last nated South Vietnamese Anny.
throw of the dice." It's Bastogne, They have a countrY to save.
the Ardennes, ''Nuts", and the
Which brings us to the crux of
Bulge all over again .. Only this the problem:· What is that shin·
, time the names are a little differ· ing beacon of Liberty, the United
..ent: the Mekong Valley, the States? Sure, our air and naval
,DMZ, the Central Highlands, I power is maBBively abetting the
Corps, and even Saigon itself. last stand of South Vietnam; but
The ideal that is being contested where are ihe People? Has the
is still the same, however, American citizenry become so
·
namely Freedom.
wealth~and.Self orientated that .
For weeks, the liberal icons in they do not hear the anguished
the media · belittled the military cries of a beleaguered nation?
establishment for being "alann· Where is the United .Nations?
ists" about an impending offen· Typically silent, I · am afraid.
sive. As soon as the haughty Where is the Free World in gen··
laughter and derision subsided, · eral? Callously unresponsive. For
the Communists did launch a this they must be condemned.
full-scale assault with all the
The paralles with recent his·
drive and ferocity of a Hitler tory ·are mind-boggling. Scenes
.Blitzkrieg.
.
leap to mind of the pitiful figure·
President Thieu has rallied his of Bailie Selassie before the au·
anny masterfully. With the in· gust League of Nations, tearfully
itial impact of the devastating at- beseeching that bulwark of in·
tack, the lines bent and swayed eptitude to fly to the aid of his
but they did not break. That they country, which was at the time
did not break is a ·testimonial to being ravaged by Mussolirii's
the new-found courage, in- Fascist vennin.
spiration, and tenacity that has
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Saturday, April 29, will mark the
first Brockman-Marion "Bash."
This party has been promoted for
the purpose of achieving a closer
degree · of unity and respect
between the two residence halls.
The festivities will include; a
basketball game between two
opposing, representative teams
with a prize to the winner, live
entertainment, and refreshments.
Further details will be
forthcoming to the residents of the
Brockman-Marion complex.

.. ..
.

-

The XU Players will present
"Oh, What A Lovely War" in the
University Center Theatre on
April 28, 29, 30 and May 5, 6, 7 at
8:00 p.m. ~tudents and Faculty are
admitted free, and tickets are on ·
sale across from the ~1.

••••

There was a time, fifty 01· sixty
·rears ago, when a major corporation
in America might expect profits of
twenty or even twenty-five cents on
the sales dolla1·.
·
Those days are over. But not
everybOdy realizes it.·
What would you call enol'mous?
In 1970, Fortune's Top 500 indus-.
trial corporations realized an average
- - - - - -.r.
0 - - profit of about 4 cents on
the dollar.
General Electric fared
slightly better than
ave1·age. Last year,
our profits amounted to about 5 cents
· on the dollar.
We are occasionally attacked, along
with business in
general, as being
•liiim;.._.J!_;:;_.p "too profit-oriented."
People argue that if social progress
is to ~ made, business must make it.
And that profits stand in the way of
social progress.
We would argue quite the opposite.

But if society profits and the business does not, the business will fold in
tbe short run. It will have no operating funds ..
...
How much
~profit is enough to ......
keep a business
J
operating? How I Ii
much is too much?
I
It's hard to say.
~
However, the
...
'/
\ LI
companies makf/
ing only marginal
._
profit are Jiot the .-.
companies providing new employment, creating new
products or adding to man's scientific
and technical knowledge.
Marginal companies are not the
ones making the important social contributions today. For a simple reason.
They can't afford to.
No responsible company wants a
return to the days of the robber barons. No responsible company wants
"enormous" profits. But no company
can survive without the profit system.

--

....
....

,.

-- -- ... -" ..
.....

Why are we running this ad?
General Electric is a big, technoThe business of business is not just
logical company, with the capabilities
business.
. - - - to do a great deal of problem solving
in this country.
The purpose of a busiWe think profits have a direct
ness, as we see it, is to proeffect on our ability to solve
duce and distribute.
}.I:;;;..,. problems. But we realize the isnecessary goods and servsue of profits is one with two
ices to the profit of society
sides. By telling you our side,
••. and the business itself.
we hope we've moved you to
A business must rethink
about your side. Perhi:ips
:ftect society's needs. Ecoeven write us about it.
nomic, political, legal
We'd like to hear what you
and moral, as well as
to say. Please write to
have
social. It must change as
General
Electric, Dept. 901
society changes and, to
570
Lexington
Avenue, New
·some extent, influence

those changes.

York, N. Y.10021. ·

.

.

... I/

THE DAYS OF FIRE
AND BRIMSTONE
ARE
OVER.

•
Remember/
the old-time·
preachers who ·
urged ,us to ·.
repent m tones
that shook the
rafters? Those
days are gone
forever.
The Paulist,,
for instance, speaks·
the language of . ·
today because
he is part of today. He is not
isolated in a pulpit but part of the
scene.
Maybe he became a Paulist because he felt uneasy about the state
of the world. Or because he wanted
to change things. But whatever he
is doing-whether he is a parish
priest, a missionary, a press, radio
or television personality, an educator or involved in the University
'Apostolate, the Paulist is con·
cerned and invol.ved.

;,

Paulists meet the challenges
that change presents. ·
.
For more information about
the Paulist priesthood, write to:
DoaaW C. Campbel, C.S.P.,

Re•.
Vocatloa Dlndor, Room 611

paUlstblhft
...
. . .,,., 1,.
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Xavier Stands 5-5;
Blasts Cardinals-14-7·

Netters Grab 20th Straight.
by -·~'MN $?~WL

· byPATGORDON
A 17 hit performance by
· Musketeer bats evened out the
season at a 5-5 mark as the Xavier
Baseball Team defeated the
Cardinals of Cedarville College by
a score of 14-7. The Musketeere
exploded for four runs in the.fifth
inning and came back in the
eighth inning to score five more to
assure relief pitcher Bob Hines his
second win of the season.
Conny Warren got the call to
start the game (his first start since
his high school days) and he was
to go just three innings in order to
let Mike Wasiniak (1·0) and Jim
Connor (0.2) split the other six.
Warren pitched a fine three
innings, allowing only two men to
reach base (via walks) while
striking out four· In the bottom of
the third, catcher Larry Lipps led
off with a single, followed by third
baseman Geoff Huwer who also
got a single, and both scored by.
shortstop Dave Dempsey's triple,
who later hit two singles to go
three for tfve. So after Warreri Jeff

in the third, he was assured not to First baseman Jack Streitmarter,
. pick up the ·loss, and could have Cagney, and Left fielder Dennis
had the win.
Oberhelman al.I slammed singles
Wasiniak came in at the top of to put Xavier in front for good.
the fourth inning and because of a Hines pitched the inning and
longlay-offlookedalittlerusty.He eventually wound up with the win.
gave up three runs (two earned) Hines who wound up with the win
and struck out two. Wasiniak's was relieved in the seventh by Jim
last performance was against Connor and held the Cardinals to
William and Mary in Virginia only two hits in the inning. The
when he pitched brilliant baseball Muskies were not contented with
to pick up the win. Right fielder their nine riins as they added five
Dick Cagney led off the inning more behind the bats of Don
with a single; stole a base and was Jostworth, Dempsey, Mark
about to be stranded in scoring Kneflin, Tim Gruber, Cagney, and
position when, with two outs, Dave Kellar.
Wasiniak hit a single scoring
Special note should go to 'Iim
Cagney and Huwer who was safe Gruber who replaced Streitmarter
on an error.
in the sixth and to Dave Kellar
Wasiniak was relieved in the who replaced Oberhelman in the
· fifth by Bob Hines who inherited a eighth. Both have seen limited
full house on the bases. Hines action so far in the season, but
began to bear down as he gave up combined for three hits in as many
no hit~. one run on an error, mid appearances, and Gruber for two
star:t.!!d a double play to end the
inning. With the ·srore 5 to 4 the
·
·
- - --- ·--- ·
· · ·· · · ·
000 320 002 1 5 4
Musketeers unloaded for four hits
002 240 15x 14 17 8
that scored four runs. Dempsey,

PITCHING SUMMARY
Cedarvllle
Parker
Knoles (L)
Hansen
Allen
Xavier
Warren
Wasiniak
Hines (W)
Connor

Xavier University
Jostworth, 2b
Dempsey, ss
Kneflin, cf
Streitmarter, 1b
Cagney, rt
Oberhelman, If
Lipps, c
Huwer, 3b
Warren, p
Garety, ph
Waslniak, p
Hines, p
Herbert, ph .
Connor, p
Philips, c
Gruber, 1b
Kellar, If
Reimer, rf
Jostworth, S., 2b
TOTALS
-.

Xavier University
Jostworth, 2b
Dempsey, ss
Oberhelman, If
Streitmarter, 1b
Philips, rt
Lipps, c
Kneflin, cf
Huwer, 3b
Schwegman, p
Gruber, ph
Bolger, p
Cagney, rt
TOTALS

IP
3
2
2-2/3
1/3

R
2

H
3

6

6
6

ER
2
5
3

2

0

3
1
2
3

0

0

0

4
1
2

1

3

0

0
0

5
1

4

AB
5
5
4
3
5
3
3

3
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
0
0

-38
. ..

so

1
1

0

2
2

0
0

0

2
3

4
2
1
3

o·
2

R
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
2

H
2
3
1
1
3
1
1
1

O·

0
0

RBI
0

2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1

2

0
0

0
0

0
0
1
1

0

0

0

0

2
0

2
1

0
0

-14

AB
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
30

BB

R
1
1
1
0

0

0

0
17

0
12

-

-

H
1
2

RIB

0
0

0
0

1

2
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

1
0
0
4

0
0

1

0

1

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

5

3

Cedarville College
Howard, cf
Strychakski, rt .
Hopewell,2b
Grant, ss
Ciniilulla, 1b
Ingram, If
Warrick, 3b
Lowstiter, c
Parker, p
Knoles, p
Hansen, p
Browning, ph
Allen, p
McNeese, c
TOTALS

Tuesday April 18 brought
victory number 19 to the Xavier
Tennis Team. It happened when
the team traveled to Covington,
Ky. and defeated Northern
Kentucky College, 7-2. In first
singles match Bob Griffith
defeated Bill Mooney fH, 6-1.
Robbie Thomas was sidelined with
a sore ankle so Stan Beck filled the
second singles slot. He was
defeated by Northern's Bill Dyas
6-7, 7-5, 6-4. Xavier swept the other
seven matches. In the remaining
singles contests it was Ed Jacques
over 'Iim Clayton 6-0, 6-1; Mike
Montgomery beat Terry O'Brien 62, 6-2; Greg Brinker over Steve
Vogelseng 6-4, 64; Len Brocki
defeated Pat Stanton 6-2, 6-1. The
only doubles match that Northern
came closest to winning was the
third. In this contest Smith and
Montgomery beat Vogelseng and
Stanton 4-6, &i, 6-3.
Friday April 21 rain showers
postponed Xavier's match with
Georgetown until Tuesday, the
25th. Rain has forced four fourth
ina~~ scratched . matches to be
scartched.
It did not rain last Saturday
when the team acquired its
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by PAT GORDON
A five inning, two hit shut-out by walked Don Jostworth. With two
starting pitCher Don Schwegman on and one out, Dave Dempsey
was the main topic of conversation slammed a double to score Gruber.
on the Athletic Field as the Xavier Dennis Oberhelman then drew
Musketeers wipped the Eagles of . another walk off Miller to load the
Morehead State by a margin of 4-2 bases. Nervous about" the
on Monday ·April 17th. The situation, catcher Bob Richards·
Musketeer hurler was just brilliant missed a pitch from Miller and the
as he mixed his fast ball and curve ball carried back to the screen,
which was proven by allowing just advancing all runners, scoring
one man to hit him all afternoon Jostworth from third. Miller
(second baseman Jim Baron who retired Jack Streitmarter to make went 3 for 4 getting two hits of it two outs with two men still on.
Schwegman). Also, Schewgman Right Fielder John Philips stepped
allowed just three more base to the plate and crashed a double to
runners as he gave up three walks, score Dempsey and Oberhelman.
but came right back to strike out The inning came to an end when
four. After pitching error-less catcher Larry Lippe struck-out.
baseball, Schwegman was
With a four run cushion, reliever
relieved in the sixth by Mike · Mike Bolger stepped to the mound
Bolger and because no runs had to save the game for . Don
been registered, Schwegman left Schwegman. Bolger pitched two
without the win. However, in the innings of unrivaled baseball, but
bottom of the fifth the bats began the Eagles got to Bolger in the top
to rap.
of the eighth to the tune of two runs
The first man that faced Eagle by means of one single, and one
Pitcher Torn Miller was Geoff tripel. Bolger then counteracted to
Huwer and he drew a walk. 'Iim retire the sides and eventually
Gruber pinch-hit for Schwegman winding up with the save.
and hit into a fielder's choice to the
pi~her who forced Huwer at r::-M".""o-re-:h-e-ad--- -----_.;.__,
.
..
000 000 020 422
second. After Gruber
. reached xav·'er
•
000 040 oox 541
. seco!ld on '1 delayed steal, Mil_ler
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WILLIS SIMMONS
TYPING SERVICE
:2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing Student Papers,
Author MS.
Call ~-' AppolnllMnt Onlf•. ·

STUDENT
LOANS
NO INTEREST AND NO
REPAYMENTS UNTIL
AFTER GRADUATION.

Exercise program lead by
professional writers can
help you.
."' ' ••:~ • ..• ·t1,:•.
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Today Xavier meets Louisville
at Walnut Hills. This weekend
brings a rematch with Dayton
away on Friday. The team travels
to Richmond, Indiana to battle
Earlham College on Saturday.

wvxu
For listening entertainment
every Tuesday evening from
5:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., tune
your radio to 91.7 as WVXUFM presents "Comedy Col·
lage" with your host Guy
Hempel. Each week, "Comedy·
Collage" features a collection
Of reoorded. humor from the
world's most famous corned·
ians. Thie programming is
presented for your relaxation
and enjoyment by WVXU-FM,
the Voice of Xavier Univer·
eity.

. 11-.c nilll'l)"ninlh of May

-

Xavier Whips _Mo~ehead 4-2

~!:=::::;;;;;;~=~~!.
TROUBLE WRITINQ?

I

astounding 20th victory in a row.
. This tim the University of Dayton
was the lo8er, 6-3. Robbie Thomas
remained undefeated in six
matches · by defeating Keith
Zimmerman 64, 6-1 in second
singles. Ed Jacques ·in .the third
singles slot faltered 7-5, 6-4 in the
face of Dayton's Mike Geraci. Also
Milt Wilton bombed Mooney in
first singles 6-1, 6-1. Xavier's third
loss was first doubles.. This
occured when Wilton and
· Zimmerman checked Mooney and·
Thomas 6-3, 6-2. In another
doubles match Xavier's "Dynamic
Dou", Beck and Jacques who are
undefeated in six matches,
snatched vidory from a close
contest 3-6, 7~. 6-3.
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Thel972Cincinnati

M~Music

FeStival
Julius Rudel

Music D.lrector
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE
BY POPULAR DEMAND
SUNDAY~ MAY

21st.
3 :00 p.ni. MUSIC HALL

Maurice Peress, Conductor
Word Baker, Director
.Performed for the first time
anywhere since its World
Premiere at the JFK Center.
SUNDAY MATINEE PRICES
Orchestra 8.00/6.00/4.00
Box Seat 8.00
DreBB Circle
I &.60
Gallery 4.60 I 3.60

Mail orders accepted now
and filled in order of receipt. Please include self-addressed, stamped envelope.
BOX OFFICE OPEN
MONDAY, APRIL H
Community Ticket Office,
29 West 4th St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 46202.
, '' · · Phone:.241-1038

..WEARE NOT A
LOAN COMPANY

<-.. _.,;·CALL:-821·7739,·, ·.'.-. ·,
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